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CONCENTRATED DISPERSIONS 
Product Information 

Category: Colors 

 

16oz bottles 
5000 Series 

 
 

 
 

Description and Use: 
Granicrete’s Super Concentrated Dispersion Colorants can be mixed integrally with Granicrete Base 
and Texture Blend to achieve a desired color.  They are also mixed with water and used as a topical 
colorant to achieve a stone-like colors and looks. 
 
This engineered product used in the following applications 
 
X Floor Overlays / Micro-Toppings  X 3D 
 

 X Interior   Epoxy Flooring 
 

 X Exterior  X Shower FX 
 

X Countertop  X Outdoor Islands 
 

 

Advantages:  
• Vast range of different colors 
• Multi-use product within all Granicrete Systems 
• Authentic stone colors  

 
Color:  

Refer to the Dispersions Color Chart for its many colors.  
 

Mixing:  
Integral:  2 to 10 caps of Dispersion Colorant per 50lb bag of Base or Texture Blend. Can be used 
with Countertop Blend but be sure to know lbs of Blend to caps on your Trowel Coats. 
 
Wash:  3 caps of Dispersion Colorant to 24 oz of water 
 
Antique:  1 gallon water; 6-10 caps of Dispersion Colorant; 24oz of Polymer 
 
Granicrete recommends that all our systems have some degree of topical colorant to enhance the 
stone like finish and reduce any error when mixing colors integrally. 
 
*Dispersion Colorants must be diluted with water. They should NEVER be applied directly to the 
surface without being diluted. 
 

Application:  
Dispersion Colorants can be mixed integrally into Granicrete Base and Texture Blend to achieve a 
desired color. 
 
Washes and Antiques can be sprayed, brushed or sponged onto the surface to achieve the desired 
look.  
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Manufacturer/Distributor Warranty:  As neither the manufacturer nor the distributor has control over the actual installation 
of this product, the manufacturer and distributor disclaim any and all warranties expressed or implied regarding color shade, 
appearance, and product performance at and after opening product containers. Manufacturer and distributor 
recommendations and suggestions are made without guarantee.  Conditions of installer’s and consumer’s use of this product 
are beyond the control of manufacturer and distributor.  Manufacturer and distributor disclaim any liability incurred in 
connection with the use of this product or information contained herein. 

 

Cleanup:  
Equipment should be cleaned with environmentally safe solvent immediately after use. 
 
 

Wear Personal Protective Equipment. 
Read SDS before using this product. 

DOT not regulated. 
 


